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SPELEONICS is the quarterly newsletter of the
Communication and Electronics Section of the
National Speleological Society. Primary interests
include cave radio, underground communication and
instrumentation, cave rescue communications, and
cave-related applications of amateur radio. NSS
membership is encouraged but not required.

Section membership, which includes four issues of
SPELEONICS, is $4.00 in USA/Canada/Mexico. $6.00
elsewhere. Send subscriptions to section treas-
urer Joe Giddens at the address below. If you
have a radio callsign or NSS membership number,
please include them when subscribing.

Overseas subscription can be paid in U.S.
dollars in the mail. We are informed
international money-order costs as much
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Club of America. Due to the rules and economies
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tially-interested people, on a random irregular
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anyone recommended by a Section member.
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Bloomington, IN 47402

Publisher:
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(C-64 graphics by Dan Fox)

Most newsletters suffer from Creeping Administrat-
ive Trivia which crowds out real news and articles
of lasting interest (See, for example, the August
1986 NSS News). We have plenty of "real"
materiaT7 so-rne editorial has been kept short!

We salute our 24 Section members who live outside
the U.S. (representing Australia, Austria,
Belgium, Canada, Great Britain, New Zealand, Swe-
den). Their enthusiasm is exemplary, and their
cave-electronics are innovative and advanced. Get
with it, Yanks!

--------------------------------------------------
ANNOU.CEMENTS

Cavi8Q Publications Updated: The NSS publication,
Caving Basics, is now being re-edited by To. Rea
~p~ in 1987. Manual of U.S. Cave Rescue
Techniques is being update'Ol)y" "'Sfeve-lfifiJScin-;-l'Oi'"
publlcatlon this year. Both will have chapters on
Caving Electronics and Rescue Communications,
written by Frank Reid.

Back Iss8es: All back-issues are currently
available. The price is $1 per issue US/Canada,
$1.50 overseas. Supplies of offset-printed issues
1, 2 and 3 are nearing depletion; we may have to
raise the price for Xerox copies. Perhaps we'll
publish a "Best of Speleonics" anthology in the
future.

Cumulative index
cumulative index
SPELEONICS. We send
Copies are available
Frank Reid.

available. We maintain a
of articles published in
the index to each new member.
for SASE, from Joe Giddens or

Co.ing next issue: We have a backlog of VLF info
including more cave radio plans, and experiments
with E-field radiators below 10 kHz.

--------------------------------------------------

THANKS!

Special thanks to Don Lancaster for nice reviews
of SPELEONICS, and promotion of cave radio, in his
monthly "Hardware Hacker" column in Modern
Electronics Magazine (September, 1986, p. 7I"aiiCf
UctoDer, p. 69) . Approx imate 1 y 30 new member s
have joined as a result, and subscriptions
continue to arrive. There were a few inquiries
from people who didn't realize that we deal with
underground radio in the literal sense, who wanted
info on spy stuff, satellite descrambling, etc!

National Speleological Society and
Friends" brochures have been sent
members who are not NSS-affiliated.

II Bats
to our

Need
new

--------------------------------------------------

COVER

An engrav ing by Edouard Riou from the 1867 French
edition of Jul es Verne's Journey to the Center of
the Earth. This ill ustratea ecnnon--wasl:ne
secona-e1fH ion of the novel pub 1 ished. Subse-
quent English editions have lost the engravings'
original resolution, and have obl iterated the
artist's name. Our cover ill ustration, reproduced
here from a volume owned by Angelo George, shows
explorers using an electric Ruhmkorff lamp; see
the artic 1e in this issue.
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Dear J. Giddens,

read with great interest your advertizement in
our BCRA Bulletin for your world-wide Newsletter
on Cave Communications.

As you may be aware, I have long been interested
in this subject, and have written a number of
articles on the principles of Magnetic Induction
Communication and Location System Theory and
Design in the British Caving press.

I include a Xerox copy of the most comprehensive
of these with this letter, for your interest.

I would very much like to subscribe to your News-
letter, and possibly contribute to future issues,
since I am convinced that the development of an
International Standard, in terms of Frequency and
Modulation Method will, if adequately publicized
and adopted, lead to a breakthrough in Communica-
tion Methodology.

This, in turn, will find its place in Expedition
and Rescue technology, as well as enabling the
keen, active and technologically aware Caving
Club, Speleo Group or Grotto to push their
discoveries to the limit, and at the same time
give them an accurate estimation of the extent of
any newly discovered passages.

Yours sincerely,

Dick Gloyer 258, CROSS FLATTS GROVE,

BEESTON,
LEEDS LSll 7BS

ENGLAND
--------------------------------------------------

Dear Joe,

Please put me back on the list and continue my
subscription... I will be doing some cave radio
work this fall and am constructing now. I will
try a simple downlink using a large loop and a
very low-power AM just below the edge of the
regular BC band. In that way, a cheap radio can
be used in the cave. I am basically lazy. Uplink
is usual pulselcw 3495.65 Hz.

Sincerely,

Brian Pease 567 Fire st.
Oakdale, CT 06370

--------------------------------------------------
Dear Joe,

If we have expertise in the section on making
videos, should we consider making some short
videos on cave radios, cave communication, to be
available through the NSS or the section to
interested people?

LETTERS
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Perhaps we could use some of the $200 [grant from
the Alberta Speleological Society] to "develop the
tech library." I don't think that would stretch
things too much!

Ian DrU80nd 5619 Dalwood Way NW
Calgary, Alberta T3A IS6

CANADA

[Great idea!
from several
equipment and
camera might
cave radio,
problems.]

Hopefully, we can get video segments
people, showing the variations in

procedure. I thought that a video
interfere with my audio-frequency

but in a recent test there were no
--FR

--------------------------------------------------

Dear Joe,

Thank you for the issues of Speleonics.
reading them and thus enclose payment for
more.

I enjoy
a few

The Michie Phone system [reprinted in 'SPELEDNICS
4] is proving to be very reliable and convenient
to use. One problem we do seem to have with them
occurs during those occasions when the user and
cave passage are dry. The solution is simply for
the user to place their other hand on the ground
to provide the earth path. Unfortunately these
conditions are not common and thus cavers tend to
forget the need and the principle of operation.

When there is little moisture around their
performance is very good. They will even operate
(rx) when placed in the poc ket of a caver with
damp clothing, providing semi-mobile operation.

We are developing a VOXunit to connect the Michie
Phone to hand held UHF/VHF radios for true
portable operation both above and below ground.

Keep up the good work with SPELEONICS.

Kindest regards,

Barry Were
ZLlBNP

5 Hazelwood Ave
HAMILTON

NEW ZEALAND
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The next phase of the project is to complete
interface to the telephone (phone patch).
though patch operation is not legal in NZ we
that it can be justified for emergency use...

We have recently held our second annual Search and
Rescue Communications training weekend for cavers.
This involved two days of lectures, discussion and
practical experience with Michie Phones and the
Link plus the HF, VHF and UHF radios likely to be
encountered on a rescue. We had 27 cavers
involved and as a result expect considerably less
apprehension by cavers faced with a communications
role during a rescue.

the
Al-

feel

A couple of months ago we had a major rescue - 6
cavers trapped by flood waters. It happened on a
Saturday night after I had spent Friday night and
all day Saturday finishing the Link. Ironically,
I led the underground rescue party and had to
communicate with the above-ground Search Head-
quarters via a relay operator because the radio
conditions plus hills, etc rendered VHF signals
inadequate for Link operation. No system can be
perfect.

We are all into Taiwanese IBM PC Compatibles over
here... We are also very envious of the prices you
people are able to pay for this type of machine
and accessories, i.e., disks at US49c compared to
the cheapest equivalent here - US$1.60.

We are contemplating the manufacturing of a run of
Michie Phone handpieces, or at least the bulk of
it, being the PC board and wiring to the switches.
If anyone is interested we could produce a few
extra with little additional effort. This is not
likely to occur before March or April next year.

Perhaps we
something.

could even be paid floppiesin or

Barry Were

[Contact Barry directly if you want one! --ed]
--------------------------------------------------

86-09-25

I really appreciate to have been on your list of
"potentially interested people." ...During the
meeting of the Technical and Material Commission
at the UIS-congress in Barcelona we decided to use
Speleonics as a worldwide forum for information
about caving electronics...

In the near future I will send a paper on my DSB
cave communication device...to be published in
Speleonics... I am a ham since 1961 and my inter-
est in hamradio is constructing and building of
equipment. I am also very active in "fox hunt-
ing" [hidden-transmitter hunting]. My call is
SM5CJW. As a caver in Sweden I have built the
different communication devices we use in cave
diving.

Just a few days ago we managed to dive four new
sumps in one of our biggest caves in Sweden,
Lummel undagrottan , which is now 3210 m long. Now
it is possible to dive a roundtrip in the cave
through 8-9 sumps!! The potential of the cave is
at least 5-6 km... In order to make our diving
more safe we also need more electronic equipment.

73,

Bo Lenander Kumlagatan 9 7tr
S-723 42 Vasteras

SWEDEN
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NUCLEAR FLASHLIGHTS!

Terri Fermi

Perhaps the ultimate long-duration cave light
is the British-made "Betalight Torch," a tritium
lamp with light-emitting area 22 11111 03/16") in
diameter, in a durable rubber housing with lens
cap, attachment ring and neck lanyard. The thick
tritium-gas-filled glass tube contains phosphor
which emits soft yellow-green light, a color to
which human eyes are especially sensitive. After
one 12.26-year half-life, the light is half as
bright as when new.

The Betalight Torch, also known as "ranger
eye," is intended for commando operations. I
bought one from the U.S. Cavalry Store, a
lIIil itary-surpl us deal er--;n Radc 11ft, --rentucky
(near Fort Knox), for $30, red uc ed from $70. The
device is marked "SAUNDERS-ROE DEV Ltd HAYES MIDDX
UK NATO No. X4/6260-99-965-3582."

Its age is unknown; the 1ight intensity is
roughly equivalent to that of the lightbulb inside
an electronic wristwatch. It's adequate for
reading maps if the eyes are fully dark-adapted,
and is especially nice for cave-survey compass
illumination. Exiting a cave with only a Betalight
Torch would be difficult but possible.

Tritium emits low-energy (18.61 KeV) beta part-
icles which cannot penetrate glass. Less than one
percent of the beta particles convert their energy
to soft X-rays as they are absorbed, by the

bremmstrahlung effect. Kevin K08isarcik, physi-
C1St at the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility,
measured 40 counts per second of 12-KeV X-rays
coming from my Betalight Torch. The detector com-
pletely surrounded the device under test.

Tritium is dangerous if ingested. The Beta-
light Torch is estimated to contain a harmless
quantity, however, one shouldn't break the tube,
allow children to play with it, or carry it in the
pants pocket.

Several years ago, Texas Instruments Co. sold
LCD digital watches with tritium background-
illuminators. These are no longer manufactured,
following a scandal about TI's alleged mismanage-
ment of the radioactive substance. You may be
able to disassemble a junked watch (carefully,
outdoors) and recover the flat glass tritium
capsule, which would make a nice compass illumin-
ator. (Suunto and some other brands of compasses
are available with internal tritium lights.)

Tritium (lH3) is made by bombarding lithium
with neutrons in a nuclear reactor. It's quite
expensive. The government understandably restricts
its distribution. Edmund Scientific Co. once
advertised rice-grain-sized "betalights" for about
$10 each. A limited number could be sold to one
person, and some paperwork was required.
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FLASHLIGHT MAINTENANCE

Frank Reid

A cardinal rule of caving is that each caver
must carry three independent sources of light,
typically, a carbide or electric head-lamp, a
flashlight, and a candle. Many "backup" flash-
lights are unreliable even for changing carbide.

The major cause of flashlight failure is bad
electrical contact. TWO MINUTES' PREVENTIVE MAIN-
TENANCE monthly or before a cave trip greatly
improves the reliability of any flashlight:

1. Clean both ends of all cells. An ink eraser
works best, or you can use rough paper, the
rough inside of a leather belt, or a pants-leg.

2. Similarly, clean the spring in the base of the
flashlight. Remove any rust or corrosion with
sandpaper or a knife blade. If the spring has
become weak, stretch it slightly. If the
spring is unreachable because of the construc-
tion of the flashlight, retire the light from
cave service and get one with a removable base.

3. Clean other electrical contacts, including the
flat spring that touches the back of the re-
flector. If necessary, bend the spring inward
to increase tension. Some flashlights use this
spring as part of the switch mechanism; if a
spring used as a switch is bent too far inward,
the light cannot be turned off.

4. Remove and inspect the bulb: The bottom tip is
made of soft solder which gets flattened by
contact pressure. A flattened tip may make
poor contact. The solder oxidizes rapidly,
becoming dark gray and a poor conductor. If
the tip is flat and dark instead of round and
shiny, replace the bulb or use a small solder-
ing iron to re-form the tip. In the field,
remove oxidation by rubbing the bulb tip on a
rough surface.

In some flashlights, the battery's positive
terminal contacts the bulb tip directly.
Constant hammering by the batteries will flat-
ten the tip, and can break the insulation in
the base of the bulb if the flashlight is
dropped. If the insulation around the tip of
the bulb base is broken, replace the bulb or
try to repair the damage with glue if new bulbs
are unavailable.

If the flange around the top of the metal bu1b-
base is bent, straighten it with small pliers,
or replace the bulb. (Screw-base bulbs have no
flange.) If the glass part of the bulb is
loose from its metal base, replace the bulb or
glue it back together. Silicone glue ("RTV")
is best for bulb repair because it sticks to
glass and withstands high temperatures.

A quick on-off test is NOT sufficient; essen-
tially-dead batteries will give a few seconds of
bright light after a period of inactivity. If the
light stays bright for one minute, assume it's
good. If the flashlight dims within a minute,
flickers when shaken, or must be shaken to make it
stay on, "field strip' it as described above
before replacing the batteries.

Flashlight components are made of inexpensive
metals, and depend upon spring tension to maintain
connection. Oissimi1ar metals + moisture +

speleon1cs 6
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electric current = instant corrosion! Condensed
moisture can cause almost-invisible films of cor-
rosion inside flashlights, including the best
waterproof units. Heavy-duty .professiona1"
flashlights require the same preventive mainten-
ance as less-expensive types.

If water gets inside a flashlight, remove the
batteries immediately to prevent discharge and
corrosion. Completely disassemble the light as
soon as practicable, wash everything with clean
water, and dry in a warm place. Before
reassembly, clean all contacts as described above.

Flashlight switches can be destroyed by dirt
and water. Switches can seldom be repaired. They
should not be oiled. In an emergency, use a piece
of wire or foil to make a short-circuit across the
switch, and partially disassemble the flashlight
to turn it off.

A typical flashlight with a type "PR-2" bulb an
two fresh carbon-zinc (Lec1anche) D-ce11s is good
for only about 2 hours of light. It is designed
for maximum brightness but intermittent duty-- the
bulb takes so much current that the cells can't
supply it continuously. Alkaline cells are best
for high current. Replacing the PR-2 bulb with a
PR-6 will more than double battery life, at some
sacrifice of brightness. Avoid continuous duty
when possible; batteries last longer when allowed
to rest a few minutes between uses.

My favorite flashlight is the 2-ce11 mi1itary-
surplus "elbow" flashlight (beware of the .Offi-
cial Boy Scout" lookalike). The Army flashlight
is inexpensive, durable, waterproof, and has com-
partments in the base containing spare bulb
colored filters (for that commercial-cave effect!!
and diffusing lens. There's also a thick white
plastic filter which attenuates the light to
almost nothing, presumably for combat use. The
light comes with a pair of low-current, long-life
PR-6 bulbs; uninformed cavers have complained that
"Army flashlights aren't bright enough." The PR-6
bulb and alkaline D-ce11s can provide 30 hours of
light. The flashlight has a spring clip on the
back and a lanyard ring on the bottom. For night
driving or flying, I clip the light onto the
shoulder harness for hands-free operation.

Disposable flashlights are not cost-effective
and are not recommended. They are built as cheap-
ly as possible, on the false premise that the
batteries will die before anything else can go
wrong. I've dissected several types-- Like other
flashlights, they use spring tension to maintain
contact. Some of their non-leakproof carbon-zinc
cells showed signs of corrosion even when "new."
Disposable flashlights cannot be disassembled for
repair, and are too unreliable for caving.

Alkaline cells ARE worth their extra cost; an
alkaline D-ce11 contains 9 to 10 ampere-hours,
depending on manufacturer. Cells are marked with
the date of manufacture but the information is
usually encoded.

Cells stored for long periods should be kept
outside the flashlight. Cavers sometimes keep
ce liS nose-to-nose inside their spare 2-ce1l
flashlights, to prevent discharge if the switch is
accidentally turned on. Remember, however, that in
an emergency you need light immediately and can't
afford to fumble in the dark and risk losing
pieces.
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THE FIREFLY LAMP

Lowell Burkhead
NSS 13068

Several dimmer-circuits for cave lights have
been designed, using switching transistors to
"chop up" the current to the bulb, thus elim-
inating the power loss of resistive dimmers.
Switching regulators are highly efficient, but the
1ightbu1bs themselves become very inefficient as
filament temperature is lowered.

This circuit has a dimming function but is
mainly intended to extend bulb life by maintaining
constant voltage. A "strobe" mode blinks the
light periodically, greatly extending the useful
life of essentially-dead batteries by giving them
rest periods. A flashing light is somewhat annoy-
ing but certainly better than no light at all! It
could really "brighten up" a long wait for a caver
trapped by high water.

Bes ides its emergency cav e-1 ig ht i ng funct ion,
the device can be used for a beacon with very long
battery life, similar to battery-powered road-
hazard blinkers. Flashing beacons can mark
vehicles, campsites, cave entrances or cave-rescue
routes.

The circuit is designed for 9 volts but will
operate from 6 to 12 v. Battery life with a 9-v
alkaline "transistor" battery and PR-9 bulb is at
least 4 hours. Other 3-vo1t bulbs may also be
used.

Circuit Description. Switching frequency varies
between 35 and 76 kHz, depending on battery condi-
tion and control setting. Regulation is accomp-
lished by varying the duty-cycle of the current
through the lamp. Measured circuit efficiency is
74% regardless of output voltage. With R7 set for
maximum brightness, the bulb voltage is 3 volts.

When battery voltage decreases to 4 volts, Q1
is biased below its threshold and the bulb sud-
denly turns off. When that happens, switch to
strobe mode. In about 30 seconds, battery voltage
will recover and the bulb will begin to blink. It
will continue to do so for 12 hours on the "dead"
battery. Alternatively, replace the battery; by
the time the new battery has been depleted, the
old battery will have recovered enough to provide
another hour of light in normal mode.

Q1 is an N-channe1 power FET rated 100 volts,
10 amps. A high-current FET was chosen for low on-
resistance (0.14 ohm). IRFF130 (in TO-5 package)
is the physically-smallest that can be used. IRF
530 is a less-costly equivalent in a much larger
case. Driver transistors Q2 and Q3 are required
to switch Q1 fast enough, by discharging its gate
capacitance. If Q1 were driven directly from U1A,

it would produce
efficiency.

heat lower theand circuit

D1 is a I-amp fast-switching diode which must
be rated at least 12 volts. Its recovery time
must be less than 50 nanoseconds. D2 is noncrit-
ical; any silicon switching-diode should work,
e.g., 1N914.

L1 is THE most critical component. Its 40-
microhenry inductance must not change when dc
flows through it, i.e., the core must not
saturate. L1 is 30 turns of #24 (0.051 cm diam-
eter) wire on a Magnetics Inc. 55050 core (1/2-
inch toroid, 125-mu permeability). The core is
made of Mo1y-Perma110ytm "continuously gapped"
material, which does not saturate. A ferrite core
would need a gap to prevent saturation. An air-
core inductor would work but might be too large
phys ically.

U1 is an LM139 quad comparator with open-col-
lector outputs. LM139 is a mi1itary-temperature-
range component which the author had available;
LM239 and LM339 are less-expensive equivalents.

U1B, U1C and U1D form an astable mu1tivibrator
with control s the 1amp's f1 ashing "strobe" mode.
S2B selects two rates; fast strobe is 3 seconds
off, slow strobe is 10 sec. off. R12, R13 and C4
determine the strobe rate. C4 charges through R12
and R13, and discharges through R14; R14 and C4
set the on-time (here about 1/2 second). The
flasher circuit drives Q4, which enables drivers
Q2 and Q3, and the output of U1A.

C1 is actually two 33-uf, 10-v dipped-tantalum
e1ectro1ytics. C2 and C3 are 50-volt ceramics. C1
eliminates battery-current surges and consequent
losses in the battery's internal resistance. C2
and C1 are paralleled because the ceramic capac-
itor's very low internal resistance creates a
lower impedance for the high-frequency circuit.

All fixed resistors are 1/8 watt.

The circuit, including controls, was wired on a
1.75-inch (4.4 cm) square piece of "universal"
printed-circuit board, and coated with Humi-Sea1tm
paint to repel moisture. The circuit could prob-
ably be built on a round circuit-board designed to
fit inside a lamp headpiece, behind the reflector.

[Lowell Burkhead designs switching power supplies
for Collins Radio division of Rockwell Internat-
ional in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. He also designs and
builds his own brass carbide lamps. --ed]
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The above circuit has no constant- vol tage refer-
ence; the 1amp dims as the battery is dep 1eted.
The author recommends the circuit at right: Remove
R3, rep 1ace R4 with short. change R6, add 03 (3.3
volt, 500 mw zener diod~. This modification has
not been tested.
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ELECTRIC CAVING BEFORE LIGHTBULBS OR CARBIDE

Frank Reid

Jules Verne equipped his intrepid cavers with
electric "Ruhmkorff" lamps in Journey to the
Center of the Earth, an adventure which begins~
1863, wellbefore Edison's 1879 lightbulb or the
discovery of calcium carbide in 1895. Seeing the
MGM movie in 1958 influenced my early caving
career, and I've wondered ever since whether Ruhm-
korff lamps really existed.

The lamps in the movie were powered by hand
cranks. "Self-Generating! How long will they
last, professor?" asked Pat Boone. "My guess is
indefinitely; as long as they're wound up, the
induction coils will give off current!" replied
James Mason. The wonderful windup lamps were
waterproof, but failed when salt got inside them
and "corroded the induction coils." Anything's
possible in a Hollywood Cave!l

Journey to the Center of the Earth remains the
greatest underground fictional adventure, though
we may surmise that Jules Verne was not a caver.
The book was first published in Paris in 1864,
followed by a beautifully illustrated edition in
1867. The description of the lamps has changed and
lost vital details in English editions (as have
other aspects of the novel, especially in the
movie version). The following translation by
Indiana University history professor B. G. Martin
is from the list of cave gear and scientific
equipment on page 58 of the 1867 French edition:2

...Two Ruhmkorf apparatus which, by means of
electric current, give a very portable light,
sure and little encumbrance.

footnote:

The Ruhmkorf apparatus consists of a Bunsen
battery which is activated by potassium bichro-
mate and has no odor, and an induction coil
which produces electricity from the battery,
connected to a special lantern in which is
found a serpentine glass, exhausted and con-
taining a residue of carbon dioxide or nitrogen
gas. When the apparatus operates, this gas
becomes luminous, producing a continuous whit-
ish light. The battery and coil are held in a
leather bag which the adventurer carries over
the shoulder. The lantern, placed outside,
very sufficiently illuminates the profoundest
darkness, and permits the adventurer, without
fear of explosion, in the presence of extremely
inflammable gasses, and is not extinguished
even under the deepest water. M. Ruhmkorf is a
learned and able physicist. His great discovery
is the induction coil which permits production
of high-voltage electricity. In 1864, he re-
ceived the five-year prize of 50,000 francs
which France reserves for the most ingenious
application of electricity.

Verne spelled the name with one f. After a
lengthy search, I found a reference to Ruhmkorff
in ~ History ~ Electricity and Magnetism by

Herbert W. Meyer.

"Ruhmkorff coi 1" is an archaic term (actua lly,
a brand name become generic) for what Americans
commonly ca 11 "Ford coi 1 s," i.e., dc-powered high-
vol tage transformers with v ibrating interrupters,
small versions of which were used for ignition in
Model-T Ford cars. Ford coils are still available
from Warshawsky/JC Whitney Auto Parts of Chicago,
for about $35.

Ruhmkorff coil s were "Hi-tech" in Verne's time,
a golden age of learning in France during which
fundamental laws of electricity were discovered.
Studies of electric gas-discharge phenomena were
in the forefront of mid-19th-century science. A
succession of breakthroughs ensued from investiga-
tions of 1 ight produced by static electricity in
the vacuum above the mercury col umn of a baro-
meter. This fascinating "quest for fire" is
chronicl ed in the PBS TV series and book Connec-
t ions, by James Burke. E1ectrica 1 equipment also
was widely used for medical quackery during this
era.

Meyer writes, "H. D. Ruhmkorff of Paris began
making induction coil s about 1851. He was famil-
iar with the work of...others who had already
produced powerful coil s... Ruhmkorff was an
excellent craftsman, and made coils of great
refinement and excellence, so that the term Ruhm-
korff coi 1 was synonymous with induction coi 1 for
many years. In order to overcome the difficulty
of internal sparking, Ruhmkorff divided the
secondary winding into sections, which were well
insu 1ated from each other and from the primary
winding." (This insul ating method is used in cave
radio transmitting coil s today!)

"Ruhmkorff...coil s were probably the finest
made anywhere. He engaged in their manufacture on
a large scale and was therefore often considered
as the inventor of the induction coi 1. One of his
largest coils made in 1867 gave sparks of 40
centimeters, or about 16 inches."

"Theoretically, the discharge from an induction
coil should be AC. Actually, however, the secon-
dary voltage is so much higher when the circuit is
broken by the interrupter than when it is closed
that the secondary output is almost unidirect-
ional."

Although Ruhmkorff did not build the first
induction coil, he made them practical and avai 1-
able at an especially fertile time. Induction
co i 1 s were in strumenta 1 to the d i scov eries of
cathode rays by Will iam Crookes (1860's), X-rays
by W. K. Roentgen (1895), and to the work of
Tesla, Hertz and other radio pioneers. They were
used in spark-gap radio transmitters well into the
20th century.
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Everyone loves a new source of light! French
experiments with impractical forms of incandescent
lamp date from 1854. Calcium carbide was discov-
ered by Frenchman Henri Moissan in 1895, during an
unsuccessful attempt to make artificial diamonds
by fusing coke and limestone in an electric
furnace.4 Carbide manufacture requires enormous
quantities of electricity from the electric power
industry which was promoted in large part by
Edison's lightbulb.

Meyer does not mention Ruhmkorff lamps, but
reports that Geissler tubes were produced in great
numbers around the mid-19th century. These
partially-evacuated tubes, often of convoluted
shape, contained mercury or various rare gasses,
and sometimes were made of glass containing fluor-
escent metallic salts, or had double walls filled
with fluorescent liquid. Geissler tubes powered
by induction coils are still among the most spec-
tacular physics-classroom demonstrations. They
also appear as props in old Flash Gordon and
Frankenstein movies.

Bunsen batteries, widely used in the 19th
century, had carbon and zinc electrodes and dilute
sulphuric acid electrolyte. A porous cup surround-
ing the carbon contained chromic acid depolarizing
agent.5

Although they have moving parts, Ruhmkorff
coils aren't mechanically powered, and require
batteries. A related device, the magneto, is
mechanically driven. Spring-powered magnetos were
within the technological capabilities of Verne's
day, and would have been an attractive alternative
to the expensive and primitive batteries then
available. Gas-discharge lamps powered by induc-
tion coils or magnetos would probably have been
inefficient light sources, but desirable for their
then-unique advantages over open-flame lights.

Verne also mentions Ruhmkorff lamps used under-
water and aboard the Nautilus in 20,000 Leagues
Under the Sea (1870). "It's brightii'S'day! And
~sn't oil or gas!" exclaimed Peter Lorre upon
boarding Captain Nemo's baroque craft in the 1954
Walt Disney movie.

19th-century gas-discharge lamps survive today
as neon signs. Although Ruhmkorff lamps were
elcipsed by incandescent bulbs, fluorescent tech-
nology has steadily advanced. We may say that
Verne correctly predicted that electric fluores-
cent lights would be ubiquitous in the future
world except, ironically, among cavers and divers.

Despite their efficiency, fluorescent lamps
have numerous disadvantages for caving. A few
cavers have experimented with fluorescent cave
lights, replacing vibrator induction coils with
efficient electronic inverters. Walter Jastierny
of the Windy City Grotto built a practical fluor-
escent cave light with enormous battery life.
Walter (a power-supply engineer at Fermilab)

spe1eon1cs 6
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learned that the efficiency of fluorescent lamps
increases with the length of their tubes. He
achieved high efficiency with short tubes, using a
special power supply circuit for which he did not
disclose details.
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NEEDED: HELP AND INFORMATION

ON RECHARGING BATTERIES UNDERGROUND

In 15 months, the next Pena Colorada expedition
will be spending many days underground beyond
extensive sump systems. The team will be heavy
users of electricity (150 watt dive-lights,
communications and perhaps underwater propulsion
systems) and will need to recharge batteries at
campsites deep in the cave. Proposals so far
include hydroelectric generators, man-powered
chargers, thermoelectric generators and fuel
cell s.

If you are interested in developing
these ideas into practical caving use,
provide any information on existing
please contact

any of
or can

systems,

Bi 11 Stone
7739 Laytonia Drive,
Derwood, MD 20855 USA
Phone (301)869-1252
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MINE LAMP CHARGER

Ray Cole

NSS 12460 K4GAA

(Originally from DC 5peleograph, June, 1978, this
may be the most popular and widely-reprinted of
all cave-electronicarticles. --ed.]

The miner-style electric lamps have become

popular with cavers due to their ruggedness, light
output, large battery capacity, availability and

cost.

Unfortunately, the same cannot be said about

the commercially-made chargers. The charger
described will deliver a constant voltage charge

to the lamp from 110 volts AC, or DC from an
automotive electri1:al system.

The preferred method of charging a lead-acid
battery is to apply constant voltage at the bat-
tery terminal s until it is fully charged. The

voltage applied will determine the time required
for the battery to reach full charge.

With the 14.4 ampere-hour (AH) capacity lead-

acid battery used by Koehler, 5.2 volts will pro-

duce a full charge condition in about 10 hours, or

less if the battery was not completely discharged.

Continuous charging at this voltage will not

harm the battery but will require distilled water

to be added to each cell periodically. The
gassing and resulting water usage caused by the

overcharging can be reduced by lowering the charge
voltage when the battery is fully charged. A low
voltage that will keep the battery charged if it

remains connected is called the float voltage, and

for the Koehler lamps it appears to be around 4.6
volts. If the lamp will not be needed for

sometime it can be fully charged at the float
voltage but that may take several days. Always

charge lead-acid batteries soon after use and

leave them in a charged condition when storing.

Remember to add distilled water to a battery only

after it has been fully charged.

The circuit diagram for the mine lamp charger

is shown in Figure I, and the components and
possible sources are listed in Table 1.

The DC voltage required can be supplied from a
12-volt car electrical system through a cigarette
lighter adapter or other connection, or from 110

volts AC. T1 reduces the AC voltage to about 14

volts, which is rectified by D1 and D2. Electro-
lytic capacitor C1 produces smooth DC voltage. Be

sure to observe the polarity on C1. 5ince the 12

volts DC is connected through diode D3, an OR
arrangement results which will automatically

select the power source with the greatest voltage.

This voltage is then applied to a combination
voltage-regulator/current limiter consisting prim-
arily of ICI. The output voltage from IC1 is

determined by the following equations:

With 51 closed for charge:

'out = 1.2 CR2+ R3 + R4)

R2 + part of R3

With 51 open for float:

'out = 1.2 CRI + R2 + R3 + R4)

Rl + 12 + part of R3

The part of R3 referred to in the above
equations is the portion from the center contact

to R2.

With 51 on, Rl is adjusted for 5.2 volts for

fast charge, and with 51 off, R3 is adjusted for
4.6 volts for the float voltage.

The components will fit in a 5 x 10 x 3 inch

aluminum chassis. Component placement is not
critical. 5ince the case of ICI is at the output

potential, it must be insulated from the case and

heat sink with a mica washer, using heat-
conductive paste.

The type of connectors used to attach the
electric lamps depend on the model of miner's lamp
used. 5ee Table 1.

More than one lamp can be charged at once but

the total charging time may be increased. See

Figure 3 for connecting the optional ammeter and

connectors. The initial charge current will be

about 1.5 to 2.5 amps on charge, and as the
battery reaches full charge, this current will
drop below 100 milliamps, depending on the battery

condition.

Update and c088ents fro. Ray Cole, May, 1986:

"I use the LM317 for all of my chargers, both for
the Ni-Cad variety as well as the constant-voltage
chargers for the miners' lamps. They have all

worked well and given good service. A lot of

cavers have told me that they have had good
results with those circuits. The only addition I

would make to those circuits would be to use the
LM350 where a higher current (3 amp vs. 2 amp) is

desired. This could help when charging multiple
lamps in parallel. The mine-lamp connector speci-

fied may no longer be the numbers used by
Koehler... I've had requests for more efficient

chargers...lt should be simple enough with some of

the switching regulators available know. For
those who don't need the efficiency, I would
recommend the non-switchedchargers.
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REF IN

Part Description Source
------------------------ -----------

01-03 3-amp silicon diode
IC1 LM317K Integrated Circuit
R1, R3 100 ohm potentiometer
T1 Transformer 20-30v center-tapped
M1 0-2 amp meter Koehler # 1556-12
Heat sink for TO-3 transistor case, with mica

washer and heat-conductive paste. Radio Shack
Connector: for Koehler model 5100 you will need

the following part nos: 1561-8, 1561-10, FS
508, 608, 504, 508-44.
For Koehler Model 5200 Mark V, you will need
these parts: Nos. 5302-4, 5309, 5314, FS 801,
505, 645, 648, 508, 803, 201-51.

Radio Shack
Radio Shack

Bottom

Figure 2. LM 3l7K Connections

+
- Lamp 1

.J-

- Lamp 2

Figure 3. Connecting Multiple Lamps
and ammeter

+o---lliJ--
/2 v Dc 311

-O~

Figurc' 1. Chcu-ger Ci rcui t

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----

Cartoon reprinted from CRFNewsletter vol.
(May 1986)

KUI
14, #2
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MAGNETIC MOMENTS 14: FERRITE CORE ANTENNAS

I an Dr ulTlT10nd

Most people are familiar with the ferrite loop
antennas used in transistor radios, and with their
directional properties. Can such antennas be
profitably used in cave radio designs? What are
the effects of putting a ferrite core in a coil of
wire?

The primary effect is to increase the magnetic
flux threading the coil of wire, this increasing
the effective area of the coil. Since the
transmitted field intensity is proportional to the
area of the transmitting loop (Mag. Moments 'I),
and the power absorbed in reception is propor-
tional to the the area squared (Mag. Moments '3),
the use of ferrite cores at first looks very
promising.

When using magnetic materials, the correct mix
of ferrite must be chosen for the frequency of
operation. Using a material at too high a freq-
uency will cause high eddy-currents and ineffi-
cient operation. Using a mix below its frequency
range will mean the magnetic permeability (the
ab il ity to concentrate the magnet ic fl ux) is much
lower than it could be. Materials suitable for
the range from 1 kHz up to 1 MHz have bulk permea-
bilities in the range 500 - 5000.

Unfortunately this does not mean that the
effective area of a loop can~ increased by a
factor of 5000 by just adding a chunk of ferrite!
The problem is that a real core of finite size is
demagnetized by the magnetic poles formed at the
ends of the core. For materials with a bulk
permeability greater than 500, the effective per-
meability (or flux concentration) depends only on
the length/diameter ratio of the core and is shown
in the graph (taken from VLF Radio Engineering by
A. D. Wait, Perg amon Pres ~ -

For example, Amidon Assoc. (12033 Otsego St,
North Hollywood, CA 91607 USA) sells several fer-
rite rods of R33 material with 8 bulk permeability
of 800, for operation between 1 kHz and 1 MHz.

The biggest rod in their catalogue is R33-075-
1200 which is 12 inches (30.5 em) long by 0.75
inch (1.9 em) diameter. (Calm down in the back,
this is strictly an electronics catalogue!).

The L/D radio is 16, and from the graph, the
effective permeability is about 90. So the
effective area of an antenna made using this rod
is 90 x 3.14 x 0.375 = 40 in2 (356 em 2). This is
the same area an an air-cored loop 7 inches (18
em) in diameter.

In this case, the use of the ferrite core does
give an antenna that is more compact than an air-
core loop of the same "size," but that size is

still very small compared to loops in common use.
which range from 15 - 48 or more inches (38 - 122
em) in diameter. This reduction in size has been
obtained at the cost of weight, about 450 g (1
lb); and dollars, about US $18.00 to purchase the
core.

Thus, the use of ferrite-core
transmission would only seem to give
for short-range radios where small
important.

antennas for
an advantage
size is very

While the primary interest in using a ferrite
core is to increase the effective area of a coil,
the ferrite will also increase the inductance of
the antenna. This will raise the Q and narrow the
bandwidth, increase voltages and input impedances
to the antenna, among other effects. These mayor
may not be desirable effects. If anyone is
interested in designing ferrite antennas, the
design program for air-cored loops published in
Speleonics '2 is easily modified to accommodate
them: Change line 780 MU = 1 to request input of
MU for the core. Change line 1070 to read
NIA=N*AMPS*AREA*MU

That I s it!
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The Longwave Club of A8erica
45 Wildflower Rd.
Levittown, Pennsylvania 19057

National association of LF, VLF and 1750-meter
radio enthusiasts. Monthly publication: The Low-
down. Membership: $10 per year ($12 after~8~

--------------------------------------------------
1750 Meters: Western Update
Jim Ericson
226 Charles St.
Sunnyvale, California 94086

Lowter Letter
Hal Murken
19 Hobby Lane
Oakland, NJ 07436

West and East-coast newsletters of the latest
happenings among 1750m and VLF experimenters.
Published monthly, sometimes more often. The only
acceptable form of subscription is business-size
SASE's. (Donations to cover printing costs grate-
fully accepted).

--------------------------------------------------

lational Speleological Society

Cave Avenue
Huntsville, Alabama 35810
(205) 852 -1300

THE national network of cave explorers and related
sciences, and parent organizationof this publica-
tion. Monthly magazine, NSS News, quarterly sci-
entific journal, NSS BulletTn.--UUes: $22.50/year.
Numerous local cnapters called "grottos." Great
regional and national conventions. Information
brochure on request.

--------------------------------------------------

COMPASS AND TAPE

A quarterly newsletter devoted to the art and
science of cave mapping. US$4.00 for 4 issues,
any country, surface mail (inquire for airmail
rates). Back issues available. Send check payable
to NSS SURVEY AND CARTOGRAPHYSECTION to:

Lance Lide
PO Box 2601
Little Rock, AR 72203

--------------------------------------------------
SEISORS magazine
174 Concord st.
Peterborough, NH 03458-9990

A trade journal featuring the latest electronic
sensors for everything from sewage to starlight,
and application articles. FREE for answering
questions on subscription form. (Title yourself
Engineer and give them a company name.)

speleon1cs 6
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RESOURCES

Ben Meadows C..pany

3589 Broad St.

PO Box 80549
Atlanta, Georgia 30366

2601-B W. Fifth St.
PO Box 2781
Eugene, Oregon 97402

BIG free catalog of Surveying/geological/forestry/
engineering/outdoor equipment. A competitor of
Forestry Suppl iers, ind iVidual-friendly.

--------------------------------------------------

Miners Inc.

PO Box 1301
Riggins, Idaho 83549

Geology and
tools, books.

prospecting equipment,
Free catalog.

compasses,

--------------------------------------------------

Books by Don Lancaster

Perhaps the best-known electronics author today,
Don Lancaster writes books with a rare Junior
Woodchucks' Guidebook quality: 100% useful ~
mat10n wltn no acaaemic BS! His "Cookbook" series
(TTL, CMOS, Active Filters, ...) are classic ref-
erences among amateurs and professionals. The
Incredible Secret Money Machine, about how to run
your own s~nterpr1se, 1S especially recom-
mended. Lancaster books are published by Howard
W. Sams, Inc. of Indianapolis, and sold at elec-
tronics stores. Don is an NSS member and member
of the Communication and Electronics Section.

--------------------------------------------------

IITERDISCIPlINARY RESOURCES. The fOllowing reli-
able suppliers carry interesting items adaptable
to caving:

Sporty's Pilot Shop
Clermont Co. Airport
Batavia, Ohio 45103

Free catalog, FAST delivery. Airplane acces-
sories, survival gear, books, maps. If you had
all the stuff in this catalog you couldn't get in
your plane, much less get it off the ground!

--------------------------------------------------
Coast lav1gation
1934 Lincoln Drive
Annapolis,MD 21401

Navigation instruments, Loran-C equipment, radios,
sailing hardware and safety equipment. Manysail-
boat accessories are useful in caving; see ads for
other marine-equipment suppliers in Motor Boating
and Sail ing magazine. -

For the SERIOUS CAveradio experimenter...-------------------------------

Take a look at this nice VLF receiver from
Watkins-Johnson. It's model WJ8625-4 and it tunes
200 Hz to 1.5 MHz. We're afraid to ask the price,
but if YOU are brave enough, their number is
(301)948-7550 ext 528.

[Reprinted from 1750 Meters: Western Update 138.]
Picture from ad 11r1Terense t lectroni~t:--B6.
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Then8oe1ectric Generator

Think of it as a solar panel that works in
dark!

The Compact Silent Generator generates 5 watts
at 12 volts, 6 watts at 9 volts, or 5 watts at 6
volts. The price is $119.00 from:

Ovonic ThermoElectric Company
1864 North wood
Troy, Michigan 48048,

The "CSG" requires a heat source (wood stove,
camp stove, gasoline lantern, Sterno, etc). The
unit measures 3.75 x 6 x 9 inches (9.5 x 15.2 x
22.9 cm), and weighs 5 pounds (2.27 kg). Most of
the volume is occupied by a finned heat sink. The
housing contains a fan, and electronics which
monitor the generator's status and sound an alarm
if it becomes too hot.

The CSG probably contains Peltier devices,
silicon semiconductor junctions used in mobile
refrigerators which have no moving parts. They
transfer heat from one side to the other when
current is passed through them. The process is
reversible; when heated, they behave as thermo-
couples, generating much higher voltage than
metallic junctions.

Carbide-powered electric light? Allowing for
charging inefficiencies, the CSG could perhaps
charge as many as five Oldham lamps in series in
20 hours, or two Wheat lamps in 26 hours. If fuel
must be carried, it is more economical to use it
directly for lighting than to charge electric
lights. A thermoelectric generator could be use-
ful on European-style underground camping expedi-
tions to charge batteries for cave radios, high-
intensity spotlights or other special equipment.

During World War II, the Russians developed a
thermoelectric generator which replaced the chim-
ney of a kerosene lamp and was used to charge
batteries for vacuum-tube radios. It looked like
a radial array of fins. There was a sketch of one
in an old Popular Electronics magazine, circa
1960, in an artlcle about radlO jamming. I have
been unable to find technical information about
the Russian device.

-----------------------------------------------
COMING: ELECTRIC CAVE LIGHT BIBLIOGRAPHY

As per our request in the last issue, NSS Librar-
ian 8i11 Torode has offered to compile a biblio-
graphy of electric cave-light articles, using the
library at NSS Headquarters in Huntsville. The
task will require a few months!

ELECTRONIC COMPASS

The November 1986 issue of Sport Aviation,
magazine contains an article a~ nomebullt
microprocessor-controlled aircraft instruments,
including an electronic magnetic compass with no
moving parts. A future article will describe
it more fully; I have obtained schematics from
the author (available from me for SASE with 2-
ounce postage). --Frank Reid

NEil PRODUCTS

the

Piezoelectric Plastic

KYNARtm (polyvinylidene fluoride) piezoelectric
plastic "exhibits the highest piezo and pyroelec-
tric activity of any known polymer...Piezo Film
converts pressure into an electrical signal;
voltage is proportional to the stress applied.
Conversely, it transforms an electrical signal
into mechanical motion. Its dimensional change
.. .makes it useful.. .as speakers. At megahertz
frequencies, Piezo Film is an excellent ultrasonic
transmitter. KYNAR Piezo Film is also pyroelec-
tric, converting thermal energy into electricity.
The film is so sensitive it can detect heat from
the human body up to 50 feet away." (See article
in Sensors magazine, May 1986.)

I've heard that this stuff was "Top Secret" for
a time because of its military sonar applications.

An experimenter's kit is available for $45,
which contains 4" x 5" and 1" x 3" samples of
Kynar Piezo Film, connectors, a book describing
its physics, instructions for five experiments,
and price list. It costs 18 to 75 cents per
square centimeter, depending on thickness. Various
assortments are available.

KYNAR Piezo Film Group
Pennwalt Corporation
900 First Ave.
King of Prussia, PA 19406
(215) 337-6710

It looks like "space blanket." The plastic
film is coated with aluminum (other metals avail-
able), to which connections are made. Both pieces
emit loud sound when connected to a laboratory
signal generator at 10 kHz; low-frequency response
requires coupling to mechanical resonators.

Audio-frequency cave radios need nonmagnetic
earphones and speakers. Piezoelectric plastic may
prove more satisfactory than old-style crystal
earphones, which are hard to find and are easily
damaged by heat and humidity. It may be useful
for mechanical-filter drivers, ultrasonic trans-
ducers for bat study, or intrusion detectors for
gated caves.

Piezo Film could make lightweight cave-
telephone transducers; it could conceivably even
be used for simple sound-powered telephones,
perhaps with a single wire as in the Michie Phone
System [SPELEONICS 4J.

LATE NEWS ----------------------------------------------

1987 ass CDNVE.TION ELECTRONICS SESSION:
CALL FOR PAPERS

Convention Sessions Chairman Rane Curl ad-
vises that the deadline for receipt of abstracts
by Session organizers will be 1 Ray 1981
Abstracts are limited to 150 words. Send abstracts
to Frank Reid (address on p. i). Please indicate
what audio-visual equipment you'll need. We hope
to hold the session on Monday morning of the
convention, same as last year.

BRING CAVE RADIOS AND VIDEO CAMERAS!

We hope to have field demonstrations of cave radio
at the convention, and make video of various types
of equipment (see letter from Ian Dr.-ond in this
issue) .
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THE CAVE ASSAULT TUBE
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steve Duncan and James Honaker

The U.S. Army's M-72A2 "LAW"(Light Antitank
Weapon) is a handheld rocket-launcher similar to a
bazooka except that the missile is prepackaged
inside the launching tube, which is discarded
after a single shot. The empty fiberg1ass-and-
aluminum tubes can be bought at surplus stores and
gun shows. They are light, strong, collapsible,
and equipped with a carrying sling.

We have found that empty LAWtubes are an aid
to excavating tight crawl ways where there is no
room to maneuver buckets. The tubes are carried
into the cave collapsed, and extended at the dig-
ging site. The digger packs dirt into the tube
through its open front end, then passes it rear-
ward to be emptied.

The empty tube weighs 3 pounds (1.36 kg), is
2.6 inches (6.6 cm) inside diameter, 26" (66 cm)
long co11 apsed, 35" (87 cm) extended. As they say
in the army, "Two LAW's are better than one."

Similar digging aids can probably be made from
plastic pipe. The M-72A2 is now obsolete and is
being replaced by a larger weapon. The M-72A2 in
original configuration is not recommended for use
inside caves.

~I

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Kent Jones

LIGHT-SOURCE LAUNCHER

(Yet another of our series of ingenious non-
electric devices, this is excerpted and adapted
from the author I s new book, Tricks. Nasty]

The clothespin match-launcher simultaneously
lights a match and propels it about 6 meters (20
feet). It safely 1 ights campfires primed with
"Boy-Scout Juice" (gaso1 ine). It could be consid-
ered a compact variant of the Mammoth Cave torch-
thrower, which is a sort of at1at1. Take one on
your next cave trip-- Impress your friends, burn
your enemies!

The matc h 1 auncher was a common" fo 1 k toy" in
gradeschoo1 in rural Kentucky in the early '50s.
It seems rare elsewhere. It's not a serious fire
hazard but parents and teachers perceive it as a
terror weapon!

Dismantle a spring-type clothespin and recon-
struct it with the spring outside, as shown.
Before taping the two halves together, carve a
right-angle notch in the bottom half. The notch
holds the spring in the cocked position.

Cock the mechanism, using the tail-end of half
of another clothespin to push the spring back into

the notch. Insert a match head-first into the V-
groove, aim, pull the trigger. The "ramrod" stows
under the coiled part of the spring when the
launcher is not in use.

Clothespin .atch-launcher (cocked and loaded)

The clothespin match-launcher requires fu11-
size "strike anywhere" wooden kitchen matches;
smaller types lack sufficient inertia to ignite
re1 iab1y. "Ohio Blue-Tip" brand is known good.
Matches of good ammunition quality are becoming
scarce; New York, for example, permits only the
sale of what H. G. Wells called "That damnable
kind which strike only on the box.
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LIGHTING UP YOUR SUUNTO

Richard Market, NSS 17550

Ever lie in a tight, muddy crawl with watter
dripping on you, and try to shine a light over the
top of a Suunto compass in order to read it? How
about hanging out over a hairy lip while trying to
hold a light over the Suunto while still holding
on?

There is another way--
easily using a common
diode) .

The dial can easily be lit
red LED (light-emitting

All you need is:

1) LED. Note: some LED's have steel leads which
would interfere with the readings. Try a mag-
net before you buy.

2) Small flexible lead-wire, 20 to 22 AWG(0.08 -
0.07 cm dia.) The more strands in it, the
better.

3) Battery-- Voltage of your choice.

4) Resistor--
mined by
current.

The value of the resistor is deter-
the battery voltage and the LED

Resistor =
Vbattery - VLED

current

VLED:Approximate forward-voltages

Red
Orange
Yellow
Green

1.7
2.0
2.1
2.2

The LED current should be adjusted to please the
eye of the user. 2 ma can light the dial; some
eyes require more light. 20 ma is the maximum
continuous current for most LED's. You may want
to use a variable resistor on the first few trips,
to help you choose.

The battery and resistor should not be close
the Suunto, or the steel in them will alter
read ings.

to
the

You can use resin or RTV to attach the LED to the
Suunto. You can also make an L-bracket which
mounts under the eyebolt which holds the cord.
Nither of these would not require modifying the
Suunto, however, if you want, you can drill into
the Sun to to attach or implant the LED. Your
imagination is the only limitation.

The LED should be mounted just a little off-center
so that you can read the dial in sunlight, or with
a flashlight overhead if the illuminator fails in
the cave.

Replace the cord which came with the Suunto with
1/8" bra ided "parac hute" cord (from K-Mart or
other source). Remove and discard the core
fibers, and feed the wire through the center of
the braid. You now have a flexible wire running
through a braided sheath from the resistor/battery
pack to the Suunto, with the sheath relieving
mechanical pull on the wire. You may want to make
the cord a little longer so the resistor/battery
pack can be placed in a pocket, on the hardhat or
clipped to the collar behind the neck.

You may want to add a switch somewhere in t~e
system, or you could turn the battery backward or
disconnect until ready to use. At 5 to 10 ma, it
would take some time to run the battery down.
(With 9v nickel-cadmium battery and 5 ma on the
LED, 1He is about 20 hours).

You MUSTcheck your Suunto to make sure the cal-
ibration is not affected. Make a test position
where the Suunto is unable to move. First, take
readings without adding anything to the Suunto.
Second, add the LED system and repeat the
readings. If the reading disagree, you have some
steel too close. Aluminum, brass, copper and some
stainless steels are nonmagnetic, as are plastics
(PC boards, etc).

I have used this system for over two years
actual surveying, along with the standard
for fore- and backsights with no problems
than those common to cave-surveying.

now in
Suunto

other

LOO/, lEAD- WIRE
To {'KEVENT BREAKA6E
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AN UNDERGROUND ELECTROMAGNETIC SOUNDER EXPERIMENT

Lambert Dolphin, Jr., Robert Bollen and George
Oetze1 / Radio Physics Laboratory, Stanford Re-
search Institute, Menlo Park, California.

An electromagnetic sounder developed for an
archaeological application in Egypt has been suc-
cessfully tested in a California dolomite mine.
Chambers in the mine 100 to 130 feet from the
surface gave intense, well-defined echoes consist-
ent with an average attenuation coefficient of 0.6
dB/m and a relative dielectric constant of 11. By
moving the transmitter and receiver units on the
hillside above the underground chambers, various
characteristics of the propagation could be
observed such as dispersion, chamber aspect sensi-
tivity and cross section. The transmitted pulse
was one to one-and-a-ha1f radio-frequency cycles
long at a peak power of 0.2 MW. Frequencies
employed were 16 to 50 MHz. The light weight,
highly portable, battery-powered equipment is
potentially suited to other underground sounding
applications.

[contributed by Ian Dru..ond]
--------------------------------------------------

A PORTABLE LOCAL LOOP VLF TRANSMITTER
FOR GEOLOGICAL FRACTURE MAPPING

J.G. Hay1es* and A.K. Sinha**
Geological Prospecting 34,873-896, 1986

A portable low-power Very Low Frequency (VLF)
transmitter using a large square loop antenna has
been designed, assembled and tested by the
Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) for geological
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studies of fracture patterns in igneous rock
masses. Standard laboratory equipment, consisting
of a signal generator, a 1100-W power amplifier
and several high-power tuning capacitors, was used
for the purpose.

Field tests at the Chalk River facilities of
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited have demonstrated
a remarkable similarity between survey results
obtained using the VLF signals from the local loop
transmitter and from distant US Navy VLF transmit-
ters. The local loop was used to simulate the
fields from navy stations NAA in Cutler, Maine and
NSS in Annapolis, Maryland. Conductor axes,
mapped by using these navy stations, and by using
the loop antenna yielded almost identical results.
A survey was also done in the same area with the
local loop placed in such a manner that the direc-
tion of the VLF field was at 450 to the field
directions from NAA and NSS. In this case, the
same conductor axes were located with only minor
shifts in position, indicating that conductors
whose axes lie within 450 of the direction of the
primary horizontal magnetic field are mapped.
This, it is probably sufficient to have two
sources with orthogonal VLF fields to map all VLF
conductors in an area. Since in most areas at
least one navy VLF station can be used, the local
loop transmitter can by used to generate a signal
at right angles to the direction from the navy
transmitter to allow a more complete VLF survey
coverage. [24 pages]

* Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd, 601 Booth Street,
Ottawa, Ontario KIA OE8, Canada

**
Geological Survey of Canada, Geophysical Div.

(same address) [contributed by Tom Whitehurst]
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